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A. Read the questions and answer them in full sentences.  

1. Who is the author? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Who is the illustrator? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Who is the publisher? Where was it published? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Have you ever read a book by this author? Which book?  

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
B. Read the blurb and make notes of: 

 What you think the book is about? 

 What clues / hints did the author give about the story? 

 Who are the possible characters? 

 What may happen in the story? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the book: The Witches  
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A. Read about Roald Dahl and answer the questions. 

 
Roald Dahl was a spy, an ace fighter pilot, a chocolate historian and a 

medical inventor. He was also the author of Charlie and The 

Chocolate Factory, Matilda, The Witches, and a treasury of creative, 

original, timeless, and much-loved children’s books. He still is the 

world’s No. 1 storyteller for many.  

Roald Dahl was born in Wales, in 1916, to Norwegian parents. At the 

early age of 4 he lost his sister and father, wanting the best for his 

son, his mother sent him to a boarding school. After graduating, Dahl 

worked for Shell Oil Company in Africa until the outbreak of World 

War II. Dahl joined the Royal Air Force in 1939 and fought in the war.  

Roald Dahl published James and the Giant Peach in 1961. Then, he released the Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory. He later wrote screenplays for Hollywood and some adult novels. Fantastic Mr Fox 

was published in 1970, before the film Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory was released. He 

published many other classics, including The Enormous Crocodile and Danny the Champion of the World. 

In the 1980s, he published classics like The Twits, The Minpins, Revolting Rhymes, 

Matilda, The Witches and The BFG.  

Roald Dahl died on 23rd November 1990, at the age of 74. Buried in the 

Buckinghamshire village, the UK, where today the Roald Dahl Museum and Story 

Centre continues his extraordinary mission to amaze, thrill and inspire generations of 

children and their parents.  

 
1. When and where was Roald Dahl born?  

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What was Dahl’s first job and where? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. When did Dahl become an ace fighter pilot for the Royal Air Force? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What was Dahl’s first famous book to be published? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. When did Roald Dahl die? Where was he buried? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

About the author: Roald Dahl  
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6. Where is the Roald Dahl Museum and Story Centre? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. What are some of his classic children’s novels? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Have you read any of his novels? If yes, which one is your favourite and why? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
B. Roald Dahl was a prolific letter-writer and often responded to teachers, children and students 

who wrote to him. Read the two examples of replies that Roald Dahl has written.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

About the author: Roald Dahl  

Check the date of this 
letter. Did Roald Dahl 

have yet another book in 
him? 

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

____________ 

Use the QR code to read 
more replies from Roald 
Dahl: 
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A. Read the quotes from the book, underline the context clues and guess what the word in bold and 

underlined means.  

 

1. “A REAL WITCH spends all her time plotting to get rid of the children in her particular territory. 

Her passion is to do away with them, one by one. It is all she thinks about the whole day.” 

To plot could mean __________________________________________________________ 

The dictionary definition is _____________________________________________________ 

2. “Then the witch stalks the wretched child like a hunter stalking a little bird in the forest. She 

treads softly. She moves quietly. She gets closer and closer.” 

To stalk could mean __________________________________________________________ 

The dictionary definition is _____________________________________________________ 

3. “You can never be quite sure whether it is a witch you are gazing at or just a kind lady.” 

To gaze could mean __________________________________________________________ 

The dictionary definition is _____________________________________________________ 

4. “She might even be your lovely school-teacher… Look carefully at that teacher. Perhaps she is 

smiling at the absurdity of such a suggestion.” 

Absurdity could mean ________________________________________________________ 

The dictionary definition is _____________________________________________________ 

5. “…with murderous bloodthirsty thoughts. ‘Which child?’ she says to herself all day long, 

‘exactly which child shall I choose for my next squelching?’” 

To squelch could mean _______________________________________________________ 

The dictionary definition is _____________________________________________________ 

 

B. Complete the sentences using the correct word from Part A. Remember to use them in the 

correct form. 

1. A spokesman from the White House has ____________ rumours about the president’s health.  

2. The evil terrorists were ______________ to blow up the concert venue.  

3. I had to laugh at the _______________ of his suggestion.  

4. The tiger was ________________ his miserable prey.  

5. He was _________________ out of the window, 

admiring the view. 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 1: A NOTE ABOUT THE WITCHES   
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C. A motto is a sentence expressing the purpose of a person, organisation or place. What is the 

motto of all witches? 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

D. Read the question and answer in full sentences.  

 

1. What do witches hate with a hot sizzling hatred? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why are real witches hard to catch? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What does a witch use to squelch children? How does this help her in not getting caught by 

the police? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What makes a witch the most dangerous creature of all living things on earth? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

E. The narrator mentions that there are little signals that you can look for to spot a witch.                    

What do you think these signals can be? 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 1: A NOTE ABOUT THE WITCHES   
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A. Read the definitions of the new vocabulary below and match with the correct picture. 

1. Encounter (n) – a meeting, especially one that happens by chance. 

2. Peculiar (adj) – unusual and strange.  

3. Enthralled (adj) – to keep someone completely interested.  

4. Conviction (n) – a feeling of being certain about something. A strong 

opinion or belief.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Read the statements and write true (T) or false (F). For false statements, write the correct statement. 

1. The boy had two encounters with witches before he was eight years old.                   ___________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. The boy, his grandmother and parents had a car accident in England.                          ___________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. The Grandmamma told the boy that her witch stories were the gospel truth.             ___________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Ranghild Hansen was the first child that Grandmamma knew to disappear.                ___________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Ranghild ended up trapped in an oil painting.                                                                    ___________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Grandmamma says there are no witches left in Norway.                                                 ___________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2: MY GRANDMOTHER 
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C. Character analysis time! Skim the chapter and find Grandmamma’s character traits. Do not forget to 

use actions, behaviour and things she says to explain the personality traits.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Complete the table below to tell the stories of the five children that were squelched by witches.  

 

Child’s name 

 

What happened? 

 

How did the child’s parents 

react? What did they do? 

Ranghild Hansen  

 

 They searched miles around. 

Everyone helped, but they 

never found her.  

 

 

 

Ate an apple and the next day and was 

imprisoned in an oil paint for the rest of her.  

 

Birgit Svenson 

 

 

 Her mother made omelettes 

out of the brown eggs she laid. 

 

 

 

Turn into a stone statue.  

Leif 

 

 

 

 

 

Personality traits Physical traits 

CHAPTER 2: MY GRANDMOTHER 
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A. Read the words and then skim through the chapter to find the words. Complete the chart below 

accordingly. The first one is done for you.  

 

 

B. Choose 3 words from part A and write a meaningful sentence for each word.  

1. _______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. _______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. _______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word 

 

Quote from book (page) 

 

Part of speech 

 

Possible meaning 

 

Dictionary definition 

 

Recognise 

“I am going to tell you how 

to recognise a witch when 

you see one.” (pg.18) 

 

Verb 

 To identify or 

know something  

To know something or 

something because you have 

seen, heard or experienced it 

before.  

 

Indecent 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Stale 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Outraged  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Grace  

 

 

 

 

 

   

CHAPTER 3: HOW TO RECOGNISE A WITCH 
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C. While reading complete the chart below. List all witch traits to recognise a witch and write the 

related sentence from the book.   

 

 

 

Witch trait Quote from book  (Your evidence)  

 Pg. 18.  
 
 
 
 

 Pg. 18. 

 Pg. 19. 
 
 
Pg. 20. 

 

Pg. 19.  
 

 Pg. 20. 

 Pg. 22. 

 Pg. 24. 

 Pg. 25.  

CHAPTER 3: HOW TO RECOGNISE A WITCH 

“A REAL WITCH is certainly always wearing gloves 
when you meet her.” Wears gloves 
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D. Complete the Venn diagram to show the similarities & differences between a real woman and a 

witch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E. Read the questions below and answer them in full sentences.  

1. What is a witchopile? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What do children smell like to witches? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Why is it dangerous to take a bath very often? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What does Grandmamma not want to talk about?  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

A Witch A Woman 

CHAPTER 3: HOW TO RECOGNISE A WITCH 
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F. What do you think happened to Grandmamma’s thumb? Write a brief story of what could have 

happened. Use your imagination and make it interesting! (Write at least six sentences).   

Write about: 

 

 When and where did it happened? What was the setting? 

 What happened?  What were the key events? 

 Who was involved? Who were the characters?  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 3: HOW TO RECOGNISE A WITCH 
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A. Time to predict. Read the quote from the book below and guess whom the man in the black suit is. 

“The next day, a man in a black suit arrived at the house carrying a brief-case, and he held a long conversation 

with my grandmother in the living room. I was not allowed in while he was there, but when at last he went 

away, my grandmother came in to me, walking very slowly and looking very sad.” 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Look at the pictures and the sample sentences. Try to guess what the words mean using clues given 

and then match them with the picture.   

 

 

 

                    

 

 

 

      ______________________                          _________________                      _______________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________                           __________________________               __________________ 

1. The vet said that this was one of the most _______________ dog attacks he had ever seen.  

2. The newspaper article included a _______________ description of the attack.  

3. The _______________ was moving slowly across the wet grass.   

4.  I stood _______________ as the most enormous dog I have ever seen came up leaping up to 

me.  

5. After a few months, the wild horses became _______________riding horses.   

6. They are spreading _______________ that the school will close down.  

CHAPTER 4: THE GRAND HIGH WITCH 

slug             gruesome              petrified                vicious                 rumour                tame 
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C. Choose 3 words from part A and write a meaningful sentence for each word.  

1. _______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. _______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. _______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

D. Read the questions and answer them. For help you may look at pages 28-40 in your book.  

1. Why did the boy and Grandmamma have to leave Norway and go England? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why are the witches in England the most vicious in the world? What do they like to do to 

children? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What is the name of the organisation of the world’s witches?  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Who is the Grand High Witch? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Why does Grandmamma know so much about the witches? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

E. Order the events that describe the boy’s first encounter (meeting) with a witch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______ The witch offers him a present if he comes down out of the tree. 

_______ He notices a woman standing below him under the conker tree. 

_______ The woman smiles at him with the most peculiar smile showing her front teeth and gums. 

_______ The boy's grandmother finds him, the witch is gone and they go back into the house. 

_______ One Saturday afternoon, the boy starts working on the magnificent tree-house. 

_______ The witch takes out a snake from her bag and offers it claiming it is tame. 

_______ The boy climbs up the tree to the highest point and stays up there for hours. 

_______ The boy notices she is wearing gloves and figures that it must be a witch. 

CHAPTER 4: THE GRAND HIGH WITCH 
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A. Read the meanings of the vocabulary words and decide what the part of speech is. Then match 

them to the correct picture. The first one is done for you.  

1. Hesitation ( n .) – the act of pausing before doing something, because you are nervous . 

2. Vile (_____) – unpleasant, unacceptable. 

3. Shriek (_____) – a short, loud cry, especially one made suddenly because of a powerful emotion.  

4. Compromise (_____) – an agreement in which people lower their wishes to be able to agree.  

5. Consolation (_____) – something that makes someone who is sad feel better.  

6. Pneumonia (_____) – a serious illness in lungs.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Fill in the gaps using the correct word from part A. 

1. He will catch ___________________ going out in a t-shirt in this weather! 

2. She suddenly let of a ________________ of delight when she found her lost puppy. 

3. If it is any _________________ to you, you are not the only one he is rude to. 

4. This milk smells __________________, it has been a month since the expiry date.  

5. After a moment of _________________, she began to tell the truth.  

6. I am hopeful that we can reach a ______________________ in today’s talks.  

 

C. Read the questions and answer in full sentences.  

1. How did Grandmamma spend her summer holidays when she was a child? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 5: SUMMER HOLIDAYS 

1 
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2. Why do they decide to go to south coast of England for their holiday? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What did the boy get as consolation for not going to Norway for their summer holiday? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Why does the boy need to hide from the hotel manager? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

D. Complete the story elements table below about chapter 5.  

Characters Setting Main Idea Key events 

  

 

Describe the setting: 

 1. 

 

2. 

 

3.  

 

 

E. The boy is training his pet mouse, he says “I was beginning to picture myself travelling first-class all over 

the global with my famous White Mouse Circus, and performing before all the crowned heads of Europe.”   

This is the boy’s idea of his fabulous future. How do you picture your future? Draw a picture of 

yourself in your fabulous future. Then explain in a few sentences: 

1) What you will be doing? Where you will be?  

2) Will anyone else be with you? Why is this your fabulous future? 

CHAPTER 5: SUMMER HOLIDAYS 

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________ 
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A. Read the words and then skim through the chapter to find the words. Complete the chart below 

accordingly.  

 

B. Who are these ladies from the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children? Read the quotes 

from the chapter below and make predictions. 

 

Word 

 

Quote from book (page) 

 

Part of speech 

 

Possible meaning 

 

Dictionary definition 

 

settle down 

“… but I watched them for a 

while longer through the crack 

in the screen, waiting for them 

to settle down” (pg.55) 

 

Phrasal verb 

 To sit down and 

get comfortable  

To become comfortable, 

familiar with a place, and to 

feel happy and confident in 

it.  

 

fascinated 

 

 

 

 

   

 

coarse 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

astonishing 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

frantically  

 

 

 

 

 

   

CHAPTER 6: THE MEETING  

“It fascinated me the way her 

fingers kept scratching away at 

the hair on the back of her neck” 

“She was wearing a wig! 

She was also wearing 

“Everyone of them was 

wearing gloves!” 

I think that they are___________________ 

___________________________________

because____________________________

___________________________________

_________________________. 
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C. Read the statements below and decide if they are true (T) or false (F). If the statement is false write the 

true statement. 

1. The women in the room are members of the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.                 __________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. They wore pretty clothes, hats and gloves.                                                                                  ___________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. There was a table full of delicious-looking food                                                                          ___________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. All the women in the room were picking their noses.                                                               ___________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. The boy thought the women might have fleas or nits in their hair.                                        ___________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. A woman put metal chains on the door, before the boy could make a dash for it.             ___________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. The boy was so happy he fainted.                                                                                                 ___________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

D. What do you think will happen to the boy in the next chapter?   Explain why. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 6: THE MEETING  
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A. Read the definitions of the new vocabulary below and match with the correct picture. The first one is 

done for you.  

1. awe (n.) – a feeling of great respect sometimes mixed with fear or surprise. 

2. to mesmerise (v.) – to have someone’s attention completely so they cannot think of anything else. 

3. to shudder (v.) – To shake with small movements because of a very unpleasant thought or feeling.  

4. grotesque (adj) – unpleasant, especially in a slightly frightening way. 

5. shrivelled (adj) – wrinkled and shrunken, especially because of old age.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Roald Dahl likes to play with words so he uses synonyms (similar meaning words) to highlight the 

importance of what he is describing. Match the synonyms in the vocabulary box to correct word in the 

table below. The first one is done for you. 

 

 

 

 

 

mesmerised grotesque shrivelled 

 transfixed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ghastly  putrid 

CHAPTER 7: FRIZZLED LIKE A FRITTER 

shrunken      -    frightening      -     wizened     -       putrid        -      decayed        -         fearsome 
 
crumpled     -     ghastly           -         foul         -       cankered    -      horror           -          frightful 
 
transfixed    -    revolting        -      dreadful     -      rotting         -      hypnotised    -         magnetised 
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C. Read the questions and answer them.  

1. Who were all the witches gazing at with a mixture of adoration, awe and fear? Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why is the Grand High Witch angry with the English witches? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Why did the witches sigh in relief?  

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What was peculiar (strange) about the Grand High Witch’s accent? 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What is the Grand High Witch’s evil plan to get rid of all children in England? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

6. What happens if you argue with the Grand High Witch? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 
D. There are times when all of us feel angry about something and we might feel like ‘frying someone’. 

However, there are many healthy ways to deal with anger. In the box below note down healthy ways 

to deal with anger. Be ready to share your ideas and explain why!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

CHAPTER 7: FRIZZLED LIKE A FRITTER 
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A. Write the definitions of the following words for chapter 8.   

1. gasp (____) –___________________________________________________________________ 

2. muck-up (____) –________________________________________________________________ 

3. racket (____) –__________________________________________________________________ 

4. triumphantly (____) –____________________________________________________________ 

5. gloat (____) – __________________________________________________________________ 

 

B. Choose three words from part A and write a meaningful sentence for each word.  

1. _______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. _______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. _______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

C. Complete the mind-map below to show all the poetic devices we have learnt about in the writing 

lessons. Underline the ones that Roald Dahl uses in the Witches.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 8: FORMULA 86 DELAYED ACTION MOUSE-MAKER 

Poetic 
devices 

Rhyme 

e.g.  
“A stupid witch who answers back 
Must burn until her bones are black!” 
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D. Find the poetic devices Roald Dahl uses to write the song.  

“Down with children! Do them in! 
Boil their bones and fry their skin! 
Bish them, squish them, bash them, mash them! 
Brrreak them, shake them, slash them, smash them! 
Offer chocs with magic powder! 
Say “Eat up!” then say it louder. 
Crrram them full of sticky eats, 
Send them still guzzling sweets. 
And in the morning little fools 
Go marching off to separate schools. 
A girl feels sick and goes all pale. 
She yells, “Hey look! I’ve grrrown a tail!” 
A boy who’s standing next to her 
Screams, “Help! I think I’m grrrowing fur!” 
Another shouts, “We look like frrreaks!  
There’s whiskers growing on our cheeks!” 
A boy who was extremely tall 
Cries out, “What’s wrong? I’m grrrowing small!” 
Four tiny legs begin to sprrrout 
From everybody rrround about. 
And all at once, all in a trrrice, 
There are no children! Only MICE! 
In every school is mice galore 
All rrrunning rround the school-rroom floor! 
And all the poor demented teachers 
Is yelling, “Hey, who are these crrreatures?” 
They stand upon the desk and shout, 
“Get out, you filthy mice! Get out! 
Will someone fetch some mouse-trrraps, please! 
And don’t forget to bring the cheese!” 
Now mouse-trrraps come and every trrrap 
Goes snippy-snip and snappy-snap 
The mouse-trrraps have a powerful spring, 
The springs go crack and snap and ping! 
Is lovely noise for us to hear! 
Is music to a witch’s ear! 
Dead mice is every place arrround, 
Piled two feet deep upon the grrround, 
With teachers searching left and rrright, 
But not a single child in sight! 
The teachers cry ”What’s going on? 
Oh where have all the children gone? 
Is half-past nine and as rrrule 
They’ve never late as this for school!” 
Poor teachers don’t know what to do. 
Some sit and rrread, and just a few 
Amuse themselves throughout the day 
By sweeping all the mice away. 
AND ALL US WITCHES SHOUT HOORAY! 

 

CHAPTER 8: FORMULA 86 DELAYED ACTION MOUSE-MAKER 

These words rhyme. 
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A. Use the QR code to access Oxford’s online dictionary to find out the definitions of 

the following words. Don’t forget to write the part of speech in the brackets.  

 

1. gloating (_____) - _______________________________________________________________ 

2. obvious (_____) - _______________________________________________________________ 

3. stunned (_____) - _______________________________________________________________ 

4. genuine (_____) - _______________________________________________________________ 

 

B. Choose 3 words from part A and make your own meaningful sentences.  

1. ________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

C. While reading complete the story elements chart below about chapter 6.  

 

Characters Setting Main Idea Key events 

  

Describe the setting: 

 1. 

 

 

2. 

 

 

3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 9: THE RECIPE 
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Topic Sentence: The main idea of the chapter 
Supporting details: the 3 key events, mentioning the characters and the setting.  
Concluding sentence: Why the main idea is important for the chapter. 

                                                                          _____________________________________________ 
                                                                          _____________________________________________ 
                                                                          _____________________________________________ 
                                                                          _____________________________________________ 
                                                                          _____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

D. Using the information in part C write a summary paragraph about chapter 9. Use the box below to 

help you structure your paragraph.  

 

 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

E. Write the recipe for Formula 86 Delayed Action Mouse Maker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F. Get ready to write your very own revolting recipe! Plan a revolting recipe of your very own formula.  

Note down the ingredients you need and write how it needs to be prepared. 

 

 

 
 

CHAPTER 9: THE RECIPE 
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A. Read the words and then skim through the chapter to find the words. Complete the chart below 

accordingly.  

 

B. Choose two words from part A and write meaningful sentences using the words.  

1. _______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. _______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Word 

 

Quote from book (page) 

 

Part of speech 

 

Possible meaning 

 

Dictionary definition 

 

intently 

“The audience of witches was 

listening intently, sensing that 

something dramatic was 

about to happen” (pg.91) 

 

adverb 

 To do something 

carefully  

In a way, that shows great 

attention to something.   

 

presumably 

 

 

 

 

   

 

envy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

bewildered 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

scampered  
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C. Order the events in the chapter below. 

___ Bruno scampered away before the Grand High Witch gets a hold of him. 

___ The Grand High Witch tells the witches that she give a public demonstration for the witches. 

___ Bruno starts to shrink and grow fur all over his body.  

___ A witch guided Bruno to the platform.  

___ The boy recognises the child to be Bruno Jenkins.  

___ The Grand High Witch says that she gave the formula to a filthy boy who was guzzling chocolates.  

___ Bruno Jenkins started rattling the doors of the Ball Room and demanded his promised chocolates.  

___ The Grand High Witch began counting down for the transformation to happen.  

 

D. Prediction time! What will happen to Bruno Jenkins?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

E. What would you do if you were Bruno Jenkins? Would you tell your parents? How? Why?                                

Answer in full sentences.  

___________________________________________________________      

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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A. Book bibliography  

Dahl, Roald (2017) The Witches Colour Edition, UK: Penguin  

B. Website bibliography  

 

C. Evaluate yourself 

I know so much about the story 
elements of the story. I learned 
a lot such as:  

I think I learned… What I should work on…  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
D. Evaluate the booklet  

I liked the booklet because …  I did not enjoy it so much because … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cambridge Dictionary 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/ 
 

Oxford Dictionary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/ 
 

Roald Dahl Website 
 
 
 

http://www.roalddahl.com/home 
 

Open Clipart 

 
 
https://openclipart.org/ 

Clipart Library 

 
 

http://clipart-library.com/ 

Classroom Clipart 

 
 
https://classroomclipart.com 
 

REFERENCES AND STUDENT EVALUATION  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
http://www.roalddahl.com/home
https://openclipart.org/
http://clipart-library.com/
https://classroomclipart.com/
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BONUS ACTIVITIES 

1. Create a new cover page for                
The Witches 

2. Read Road Dahl’s words. What do you think he meant?  Why do you think he said these 
words? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BONUS ACTIVITIES 

3. Complete the puzzle. 

4. Use at least 6 words from 
the puzzle. Write about 
the story.  

5. Write an 
acrostic 
poem 
about     
our       
story      
THE  
WITCHES. 

W ___________________________________________________ 
 

I_____________________________________________________ 
 

T____________________________________________________ 
 

C____________________________________________________ 
 

H____________________________________________________ 
 

E____________________________________________________ 
 

S____________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

MY NOTES 
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_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

MY NOTES 


